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Construction on the 
Canberra Hospital 
campus is not new for 
the people of the ACT; 
however one of the 
largest programmes 
underway is not for the 
public hospital 
amenities.

Healthscope have invested 
$50million in the expansion of 
the National Capital Private 
Hospital. The hospital opened 
in 1998 and the activity has 
grown beyond the current site. 
“The planning and expansion 
of the site has been three years 
in the making” stated Elizabeth 
Porritt, the hospitals General 
Manager. “We are all very excit
ed about the new wing and the 
opportunities that it will bring 
for our doctors to be able to 
provide the best care for the 
people of the ACT and sur
rounding region”.

The new expanded hospital 
will have 130 beds, in this there 
is a 22 bed new Critical Care 
Unit, 8 of which are state of the 
art ICU rooms. There is a fur
ther 35 bed ward with predom
inantly single rooms and an 
expanded Rehabilitation Unit. 
An additional three operating 

theatres will bring the total to 7 
theatres within the site. Of the 
three theatres one is designed 
for cardiothoracic surgery, a 
sec  ond is a general theatre with 
design features that will be suit
able for neurosurgical, ortho
paedics and general surgery 
and intra operative CT is plann
 ed. The third theatre is a “hybrid” 
theatre; it will work as a vascu
lar, neurovascular and cardiac 
laboratory as well as more gen
eral operating room.

The new theatres are fully 
integrated and will have addi
tional technology that will allow 

the surgeon the best image 
quality. The procedures can be 
live streamed to Education facil
ities for the training of other 
doctors and staff. The hybrid 
theatre will also allow the 
expansion of the numbers and 
types cardiology procedures.

The current Cardiac Cathe
terisation lab is very busy, ex 
plained Elizabeth, “So we have 
chosen this type of theatre to 
meet the demands of our Inter
ventional Cardiologists as well 
as our Vascular and Neuro surg
eons. With the support of our 
ICU Specialists the surgeons 

can continue to do the complex 
surgery that we have seen hap
pen in recent years, safe in the 
knowledge that the ICU sup
port is readily available.”

The expansion doesn’t stop 
there, there is also a new pur
pose built Day Oncology & 
Infusion Unit, a private on site 
radiology practice as well as 
other new private consulting 
suites which will be available 
for lease from December.

“The additional ward beds 
will assist our Physicians bring
ing their patients in for treat
ment; currently we do occa

sionally experience bed short
ages at peak times. The design 
has also allowed us to have an 
outdoor area for our patients 
and visitors to sit and relax and 
have a drink from the new cof
fee shop!”

The new wing will open in 
the spring with the project com
  pletion in February 2016. 

In the first of a series of Canberra’s hospitals, 
this month we feature: National Capital Private Hospital

Concept bedroom.

Concept suite.
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Welcome everyone to 
the March edition of 
Canberra Doctor. 
March is a funny sort 
of month, the summer 
holidays are far enough 
behind to be a 
diminishing memory, 
the leaves are just 
starting to turn and yet 
the year is still young 
and Christmas seems so 
far away. 

So far things have been rea
sonably quiet locally. I have yet 
to catch up with our new Health 
Minister but look forward to 
hearing what his priorities are 
going to be for health in the 
ACT in the next year or two. 
Tenders for the new Primary 
Health Network have closed, 
but the successful applicants 
are yet to be announced. Sub
miss  ions on the proposed 
Cannabis legislation have closed 
but again need to be consid
ered and reported. We are still 
engaged in negotiations around 
the salaried medical practition
er’s agreement which has been 
delayed because of a technical 
breach by ACT Health. With all 
these pending, and new adven
tures on the horizon it is not 
going to stay quiet for long.

I attended the first Federal 
Council meeting of the year. The 
Federal AMA’s success so far in 
challenging and changing the 
Abbott government’s health pol
icy, especially related to primary 
care, has been well covered so I 
will not repeat that. What I will 
say though, is that the next 
round challenging the freeze on 
MBS rebates will affect all doc
tors who privately bill, specialists 
and GPs, and also the hospitals 
who sometimes use Medicare 
billing in public hospital outpa
tients and pathology services. 
This as well as the federal gov
ernment cuts to public hospital 
funding are going to impact 
there too. Dr Suzanne Davey has 
written a very comprehensive 
report on the Meeting of the 
Council of General Practice later 
in this edition.

The Federal AMA ann ounc
ed its planned Public Health 
Campaigns for 2015 and AMA 
ACT looks forward to working 
with them to implement some of 
the campaigns. The one I found 
a little confusing is “to increase 
public awareness of the benefits 
of reduced physical inactivity”. 
Apparently this is subtly differ
ent to “increasing physical activ
ity”. Other public health issues 
they are planning to work on 
this year relate to the dangers of 
excessive alcohol and harm min
imisation, concussion in sport, 
and road safety. 

I sit on the Federal Work
force Committee. One of the 

bigg   est issues facing the medical 
profession in the future is relat
ed to workforce planning. We 
are training many more medical 
students than even half a gen
eration ago. We have a respon
sibility to these young doctors, 
and also to the Australian public 
to make sure that they continue 
to get the high quality post 
graduate training that will allow 
them to work as skilled medical 
practitioners throughout their 
careers. While intern places 
have been in the spotlight and a 
lot of work has gone into deal
ing with them, training for PGY2 
and beyond still needs a lot of 
work. Workforce issues do not 
just affect these junior doctors 
though, as it is becoming obvi
ous that even at specialist level 
there is a potential problem, 
with exit block al  ready becom
ing a problem in a number of 
specialties. 

The plan at Federal Council 
is to try and have 23 craft 
groups make a report at each of 
the council meetings so we can 
get an update at least once per 
year. The Anaesthetic report 
was very concerning especially 
in relation to workforce plan
ning. This is one of the first spe
cialties NMTAN (National Med
ical Training Advisory Network) 
is going to look at. ANZCA 
released a new fellows survey 
which highlights the dangers of 
oversupply are already starting 
to impact on this craft group. 
Already, 11% of new fellows 

had not entered the workforce 
after 12 months, 35% thought 
they were under employed in 
the first 5 years and even more 
concerning 28% of young 
anaesthetists thought their cur
rent workload mix was inade
quate for maintaining their 
skills. This is not the only spe
cialty on the brink, and medical 
student numbers are not due to 
peak until next year!

Also in this edition there are 
2 articles looking at how tech
nol ogy and social media are 
starting to impact on every as 
pect of our clinical practice. It 
has been an eye opener to me 
to realise just how important it is 
to be careful of what I photo
graph, put into emails, texts, and 
put into all other forms of com
munication. We need to consid
er patient confidentiality but also 
be careful about using anything 
that may be used to identify clin
ical information even if we set 
out to keep it anonymous. The 
privacy act now controls how 
we store and share clinical infor
mation. I draw your attention to 
the article on data storage using 
cloud services. It also sounds a 
warning bell to those who use 
overseas dictation services. Last 
year, the AMA also developed a 
brochure to disseminate and 
educate, especially junior doc
tors, about how to manage clini
cal images on personal mobile 
devices. I would encourage eve
ryone that has ever used a 
mobile device at work to refer to 

the link ama.com.au/article/clin
icalimagesandusepersonal
mobiledevices. I was shock ed 
to hear that fines for breaching 
the privacy act, including having 
clinical images obtained and or 
stored without consent can 
attract fines upwards of $300,000! 
Later in this edition is also the 
other warning from Avant that 
doctors may be exposing our
selves to medicolegal risk if we 
sign up to, but do not respond 
to the GoodSAM App. So if you 
are using technology make sure 
you are very aware of all ramifi
cations and consequences.

Please remember our AGM 
ON Wednesday 13th May start
ing at 7pm. This year it will be 
held at AMA House in the 
Conference Centre on Level 3. 
The sooner we get a quorum the 
sooner we can start and com
plete our business. Look forward 
to seeing you, and Happy Easter!

Capital Conversations with President, Dr Elizabeth Gallagher
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Dr Owler, when interviewed 
by ABC Radio National Drive 
host, Patricia Karvelas, said: 

On hospital inefficiencies
“I don’t think it’s a novel 

concept that the medical pro
fession are working to actually 
improve the efficiency of the 
health care system. Doctors do 
that every single day in their 
practices and in their hospitals. 
Look at things like the relative 
length of stay – the number of 
days or nights patients spend in 
hospitals for procedures has 
fallen dramatically over the 
years. So we’re always looking 
to get the best value for the 
health dollar, and certainly the 

medical profession sees itself as 
playing an active role there.

Price signal
Dr Owler said that he did 

not agree that the price signal 
flagged by the Government as 
something for further discus
sion, has a place in general 
practice or primary care. “People 

need to be encouraged to see a 
doctor. The idea of a mandatory 
price signal is not something 
that the AMA can support.”

“But, where there could be 
some flexibility that makes it 
easier for people who can afford 
to contribute to make a modest 
contribution, that, to the AMA, is 
not unreasonable and we have 
argued all along that most of our 
objections have been around the 
protection for vulnerable 
patients. So if we can have those 
projections, we can make sure 
patients are not forced to make 
a contribution, and that discre
tion is there for the doctor, who 
is in the best positon to make 
some sort of judgement, then 
that’s the sort of policy that the 
AMAs happy to work with.”

Freeze on Medicare 
indexation 

“(GPS) have overheads – 
staff, equipment, practice nurse, 

for instance – and if the rebate 
is staying the same over the 
fouryear period it means that 
they either have to compromise 
on their consultations, see more 
patients within a shorter time, 
or they just can’t afford to hire 
people like practice nurses. And 
so the alternative is to start pri
vately billing, and for some 
areas, and for some disadvan
taged areas in particular, that’s 
just not viable. It is harmful to 
patients and threatens the via
bility of those practices.”

Specialists and private 
health insurance

“But for specialist practice 
there are more issues with pri
vate health insurance and the 
schedules for private health 
insurance. That is going to put 
strain on outofpocket expens
es and the participation rates in 
private health insurance, and 
that in turns puts stress on the 

public hospital system. These 
are the sort of consequences 
when policy is introduced with
out speaking to the medical 
professionals at the coal face”.

Dr Owler concluded, “The 
AMA works in the best interest 
of patients. We are doctors at 
the end of the day, and that’s 
the reason why we’re actually 
here. So, we’re interested in 
getting better health policy, not 
only for our members – obvi
ously we work to look after 
their interests – but our major 
interest is in looking after our 
patients and getting better 
health policy. I’m very keen to 
work with the Government 
and the Prime Minister to come 
up with those policies that will 
benefit, not just the Govern
ment, but of course our pat
ients. And so we’re happy to 
play that role”.

GP co-payment: “dumped, dead, buried and cremated” 

AmA Act announces  
new business to its  

member Rewards Partners

AmA (Act) is pleased to announce that Onyabike 
has joined our member rewards program.

Onyabike offers a range of family, kids, commuter, electric, road and 
mountain bicycles priced to offer exceptional value. 

10% off the full price of all cycling parts, accessories and clothing in 
2015 (excludes all bicycles, and Garmin and Stages products).

They offer a price match guarantee (some conditions apply), lay-by 
and interest-free finance.

Membership card must be produced to receive the benefits.
This is a great offer for AMA (ACT) members to save on all their 
cycling needs and Onyabike looks forward to seeing you soon in one 
of their three convenient locations at Belconnen, Civic and Woden.

Expressions of interest sought

The committee has been 
tasked with facilitating commu
nication and liaison be  tween 
the Department of Vet er ans’ 
Affairs (DVA), who is represent
ing the Repatriation Comm
ission and the Military Reha
bilitation and Comp en sation 
Commission, and relevant key 
representative bodies for gen
eral medical practitioners for 
the purposes of:
�� Promoting effective 

dissemination of information 

from DVA to Local Medical 
Officers (LMOs);
�� Facilitating feedback of 

LMOs views on 
Departmental initiatives 
and processes;
�� Advising DVA on the 

conduct of educational 
activities for LMOs, which 
relate to veteranspecific 
health issues;
�� Facilitating DVA liaison 

with key representative 
general practitioner bodies;

�� Promoting aged care 
issues at both 
undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels;
�� Assisting in the 

formulation of Veterans’ 
Affairs policy pertaining to 
primary health care; and
�� Increasing DVAs 

understanding of the 
issues that affect general 
practice.
�� The LMOAC is not an 

industrial committee; it is 
an advisory committee to 
DVA on LMO matters.

For further information, 
please contact AMA (ACT) 
CEO, Christine Brill on 6270 
5419 during business hours.

AMA (ACT) is seeking expressions of interest 
from general practitioners who are interested in 
representing the AMA (ACT) on the Department 
of Veterans’ Affairs, Local Medical Officer 
Advisory Committee (LMOAC).

In welcoming the statement of the Prime Minister, 
AMA President, Dr Brian Owler said that “the 
news is most welcome and the end to that 
uncertainty, and the fact it is “off the table”.”
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Is our current health system sustainable?

Maximising population 
heal th is not only fundamental 
for individual wellbeing, but is 
also important for national 
prosperity, through productivi
ty contribution and workforce 
participation. As consumers 
tend to spend a higher propor
tion of their disposable income 
on health as GDP per capita 
rises, health expenditure is ris
ing faster than GDP.

Expenditure on hospitals is 
one of the fastest growing com
ponents of health spending, 
due primarily to increasing cost 
per case. This is related to 
increasing technology and com
plexity of treatment, often lead
ing to small incremental im 
prove  ments at significant cost. 
Consequently, opportunities for 
all available health treatments 
now exceed our capacity to pay 
for them. So a considered and 
transparent roadmap is required 
in order to achieve a fair and 
efficient budget distribution.

Necessary overriding 
themes are equity and efficien
cy. Since there is frequently a 
tradeoff here, transparency, 
consultation and a clear evi
dence base are required to bal
ance competing interests. 
Average outcomes do not take 
account of distribution, so we 
need to recognise ‘how’ we 

spend our health dollars in add
ition to ‘how much’ we spend 
– for example, Indigenous heal
th requires specific address to 
ensure equal outcomes. The 
evidence base is an important 
contributor not only to identify 
optimal priorities, but also to 
recognise low return interven
tions, where funds being used 
inefficiently could be better 
employed elsewhere, thereby 
increasing health overall within 
the same budget. 

The originally proposed GP 
copayment appeared to be an 
example of policy ontherun. 
While legitimately aimed at 
increasing revenue and intro
ducing price signals, it threat
ened to impact most on disad
vantaged groups. The evidence 
is clear that low socioeconomic 
groups already underuse pri
mary care and have higher rates 
of hospital attendance. Con
sequently, this policy had the 
potential to compromise health 
and increase longterm costs. 
There is a need to change con
sumer behaviour in terms of 
recognising the value of medi
cal care and raising individual 
responsibility for health man
agement, but let’s ensure that 
this does not come at the cost 
of health overall.

International data shows us 
that increased use of primary 
care improves health overall 
and leads to decreases in hospi
tal attendance rates. Countries 
that have a strong focus on pri
mary care demonstrate better 
health outcomes at lower cost. 
Primary care is the gateway to 
development of strategies that 
address overall wellbeing, em  
power individuals to manage 
their own health and decrease 
preventable illness. Chronic dis
eases loom largest in terms of 
future burden of the system and 
we know that a large propor
tion of this burden can be miti
gated through lifestyle initia
tives such as reduction in tobac
co use and alcohol abuse, bet
ter dietary habits and reduction 
of physical inactivity. These are 
issues being add ressed globally 
and there is a wealth of evi
dence to identify best strategies 
for outcomes and best health 
investment opportunities.

Ideally, the proposed Pri
mary Health Networks will pro
 vide an organised means of 
delivering evidencebased 
health  care which incorporates 
prevention opportunities such 
as regular health checks, medi
cation plans, risk factor educa
tion and regular vaccinations 
which will reduce preventable 
hospital admissions and im 
prove population health. The 
increased focus on prevention 
is widely accepted as a strategic 
imperative for a sustainable 
health system. 

Maintaining optimal commu
nity health also depends on uni
versal access to care, particularly 
for population sectors at highest 
risk, but could also in  corp  orate 
incentives to en   cour age individ
ual responsibility. Patient history 
through e cards or systems that 
link patient records can also 

assist in ensuring comprehensive 
and efficient healthcare by reduc
ing duplication.

Further though, the primary 
caresecondary/tertiary care 
interface requires improvement. 
Problems in developing incen
tives for better cooperation are 
commonly slated back to the 
funding divide whereby eco
nomic investment in one sector 
reaps financial benefits across 
the divide. For example, invest
ment in primary healthcare by 
the Commonwealth will poten
tially benefit hospital costs, 
borne mainly by the state. 
Unless policy can promote con
tinuity of care, the consequent 
risk is that individuals with 
chronic disease will rely almost 
entirely on hospital resources – 
often without maintaining a 
regular GP. This is already evi
dent in some areas. 

Expenditure then becomes 
very inefficient when the disease 
could be largely managed within 
the community as long as the 
links to specialists and hospitals 
remain with easy access.

Australia currently ranks 
well across developed countries 

in terms of efficiency, reflecting 
our better than average out
comes relative to our spending. 
However the current pressures 
and trends will threaten its sus
tainability without comprehen
sive reform. Transparent and 
fair prioritisation will necessari
ly include efficiency measures.

Primary care provides the 
portal to address the impend
ing burden of chronic diseases 
and to improve health gener
ally. Using evidencebased 
practice and ongoing evalua
tion, ensuring a fair distribution 
and developing strategies to 
‘enhance’ the interface between 
primary care and hospital care 
will ensure that we continue to 
achieve an internationally com
petitive health system.

Professor  
Elizabeth Geelhoed
Health Economics, School of 
Population Health 
The University of Western 
Australia
This article was first published 
in ‘Medicus’, the monthly 
journal of AMA (WA) and is 
reprinted with permission.

YOUR PRESCRIPTION LENSES AND CONTACTS CAN BE A THING 
OF THE PAST WITH LASER EYE CORRECTION.
Canberra Eye Laser utilises pain-free, new Bladeless thin flap LASIK and 
Zeiss Laser Technology, the most precise laser technology in the Southern 
Hemisphere.

OBLIGATION FREE 
ASSESSMENT Ph 1800 10 20 20
www.canberraeyelaser.com.au

 

The Annual General Meeting of the Australian Medical 
Association (ACT) Limited will be held on Wednesday 13 
May 2015 commencing at 7.00 pm.

The meeting will be held in the Conference  
Centre on Level 3 of AMA House,  
42 Macquarie Street Barton.

Further details of the meeting will be  
mailed to members in the near future.

Important information  
for AMA members

"Is our current health system sustainable" asks Professor 
Elizabeth Geelhoed
By international standards, Australia has a strong 
and efficient health system. However the pressure 
on expenditure is relentless and without 
comprehensive strategic reform, our collective 
health will be compromised, impacting most on 
those already disadvantaged such as low socio
economic groups, individuals suffering chronic 
diseases (particularly mental health) and other 
marginalised sectors of the community. 
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Capital Women’s Health, 21 Napier Close, Deakin ACT 2600
P 02 6285 1813     F 02 6162 1659     E hello@cwhealth.com.au

W www.omargailani.com.au

Capital Women’s Health
�   Urodynamics testing (ICS certifi cate)
�   Management of Urinary Incontinence

& Pelvic Organ Prolapse
�   Management of Refractory Overactive Bladder:

�  Tibial Nerve Stimulation
�   Botox Bladder Injection

�   Capital Women’s Health o� ers a 
multidisciplinary care model – welcoming 
Maureen Bailey, Womens Health 
Physiotherapist, now consulting from 
our practice in Deakin.

Dr Omar Gailani
MBCHB, DIP O&G, FRANZCOG

OBSTETRICIAN & GYNAECOLOGIST

Privacy Act and data storage using cloud services
Johanna Churchill 
explains the recent 
amendments to the 
Privacy Act and your 
obligations as a health 
service provider to 
keep personal 
information secure.

The Privacy Act applies to all 
organisations and businesses 
that provide a health service, 
including general practitioners 
and other specialists. It regulates 
the collection, use and storage 
of personal information and 
allows individuals to access and 
correct personal information rel
evant to them. For the purpose 
of the Act, ‘personal information’ 
includes patient records which 
contain names, contact details, 
photographs, or any other infor
mation which may identify a 
patient or other individual. 

Furthermore, all personal 
information collected by a health 
service is ‘health information’ 
and therefore ‘sensitive informa
tion’, and subject to higher pri
vacy standards.

Amendments to Privacy Act
It has always been a require

ment that businesses caught by 
the Privacy Act must take rea
sonable steps to protect the per
sonal information they hold 
from unauthorised access and 
disclosure and other misuse. 
However, new Australian Privacy 
Principles that came into opera
tion in 2014 now require such 
businesses to include in their 
privacy policies and collection 
statements information about 
other entities the business is 
likely to disclose personal infor
mation to.

In addition, businesses dis
closing personal information to 

overseas recipients must now 
also include in their privacy pol
icies and collections statements 
a warning that they disclose per
sonal information to overseas 
recipients and in doing so, spec
ify the countries in which such 
recipients are likely to be locat
ed. Furthermore, before making 
disclosures of personal informa
tion to an overseas recipient, 
they must take reasonable steps 
to ensure that the overseas recip
ient does not breach the Aust
ralian Privacy Principles in rela
tion to that information. In some 
circumstances, a business dis
clos ing personal information to 
an overseas recipient will be 
responsible for the actions of the 
overseas recipient in dealing 
with that information.

These new Privacy Act re 
quirements have implications for 
all businesses using or proposing 
to use cloud services to store 
data, including health service 
providers. Also, recent events re 
lating to the unauthorised distri
bution of photographs of Holly
wood celebrities have shone a 
light on some of the perils of 
using cloud services to store data. 
What is a cloud storage 
service?

Cloud storage is the stor
age of digital data on multiple 
servers (often in multiple loca
tions which are mostly over
seas) where typically, the serv
er is owned and managed by a 
third party (host service pro
vider). These service providers 
are responsible for protecting 
and keeping the servers run
ning and ensuring the data 
remains available and accessi
ble to users of the service.

Although most reputable 
cloud service providers invest 
heavily in cyber security and 
safety, as recent events demon

strate, security in respect of 
data stored using these servic
es is never guaranteed.

To use or not to use  
(a cloud storage service)?

All businesses must think 
carefully about whether to use a 
cloud storage service at all, and 
if they do decide to do so, what 
kinds of data will be stored 
using such services. This is even 
more important for heath service 
providers in dealing with health 
information. Although the Pri
vacy Act does not prohibit the 
storage of health information or 
other sensitive information using 
cloud storage services, given the 
treatment of such information as 
sensitive information, there is no 
doubt that storage of health 
information using cloud storage 
services will be closely scruti
nised by the Privacy Comm
issioner in the event of any secu
rity breach or privacy complaint.

In light of the above, al 
though it may be convenient to 
store all data in the same man
ner, from a privacy and general 
risk management point of view, 
it may be prudent to avoid 
storing health information on a 
cloud storage service, or at 
least only to store such infor
mation once the information 
has been ‘depersonalised’ so 
that it no longer identifies the 
relevant patient. This could 
involve coding such informa
tion before it is stored. 

Heath service providers and 
researchers should also be cau
tious about using a cloud stor
age service to store commercial
ly sensitive information includ
ing information comprising or 
relating to valuable know how 
or other intellectual property. 

Health service providers 
who make the decision to use 
cloud storage services to store 

some or all of their data also 
need to think about which ser
vice to use.
Is use of cloud storage 
service disclosure?

In addition to grappling with 
the general security require
ments under the Privacy Act, 
health service providers looking 
to use cloud storage services 
need to consider whether using 
the service constitutes disclosure 
of information. In many situa
tions, the mere storage of per
sonal information using a cloud 
storage service will constitute 
disclosure of personal informa
tion to the service provider trig
gering the requirements for 
above statements and warnings 
to be included in privacy poli
cies and collection statements. 
Whether or not that is the case 
in any instance will largely 
depend on the contract between 
the user and the service provider 
and the level of effective control 
the user retains over the data 
stored. 

Tips for using a cloud 
storage service

Health service providers 
seeking to use a cloud storage 
service should only deal with 
reputable service providers 
operating within Australia or in 
jurisdictions which have strin
gent privacy standards and laws 
(such as countries in the Euro
pean Union, Singapore, South 
Korea and Argentina, and to a 
lesser extent, the USA).

In addition, they should 
interrogate the proposed ser
vice provider about what secu
rity settings should be used 
and ensure that there is a bind
ing contract for the provision 
of the services by the service 
provider. This contract should 
include adequate privacy and 
security obligations on the part 

of the service provider and 
allow the user fairly granular 
control over access to and 
retrieval of their data, and the 
modification and deletion of 
such data. The contract should 
also restrict the ability of the 
service provider to subcontract 
the services to a subcontractor, 
and require any subcontractor 
to comply with the privacy and 
security obligations imposed 
on the service provider.

Consequences of ignoring 
these issues

Not only is a health service 
provider failing to take the above 
steps taking significant risks in 
terms of the general protection 
of its data, it is likely to breach 
its obligation under the Privacy 
Act to keep the personal infor
mation it holds secure.

Also, it is likely that the use 
of the cloud storage service by 
the health service provider con
stitutes disclosure of personal 
information requiring the above 
statements and warnings to be 
included in the privacy policy 
and collection statements for 
the health service provider, and 
making the health service pro
vider responsible for the actions 
(and inactions) of the cloud ser
vice provider.

For more specific information 
on any of the material 
contained in this article please 
contact Johanna Churchill at 
Norman Waterhouse on 08 
8210 1236 or jchurchill@
normans.com.au.
This article was first published 
in “medicSA”, the journal of 
AMA (SA) and reprinted with 
permission.
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McDonald’s slammed for 
offering cash rebates to 
schools when students 
buy fast foodThe Australian 

Competition and 
Consumer Commission 
has instituted 
proceedings in the 
Federal Court of 
Australia against Reckitt 
Benckiser (Australia) 
Pty Ltd (Reckitt 
Benckiser), alleging 
that it made false or 
misleading claims that 
its Nurofen Specific 
Pain Products were 
each formulated to 
treat a specific kind of 
pain, when the 
products are identical.

The Nurofen Specific Pain 
Product range consists of 
Nurofen Back Pain, Nurofen 
Period Pain, Nurofen Migraine 
Pain, and Nurofen Tension 
Headache.

The ACCC alleges that 
Reckitt Benckiser made repre
sentations on the packaging of 
each Nurofen Specific Pain 
Product, and on its website 
www.nurofen.com.au, that 
each product:
�� was designed and 

formulated to treat a 
particular type of pain;
�� had specific efficacy in 

treating a particular type of 
pain; and
�� solely treated a particular 

type of pain.
The ACCC alleges that these 

representations were false or 
misleading because the caplets 
in all four Nurofen Specific Pain 
Products are identical and each 

contain the same active ingredi
ent, ibuprofen lysine 342mg. All 
four products are also approved 
on the Australian Register of 
Therapeutic Goods as being 
suitable for treating a wide vari
ety of pain types.

“The ACCC takes false or 
misleading claims about the 
efficacy of health and medical 
products very seriously,” ACCC 
Chairman Rod Sims said.

“Indeed, truth in advertis
ing and consumer issues in the 
health and medical sectors are 
ACCC enforcement priorities 
in 2015.”

“In this case, we allege that 
consumers have been misled 
into purchasing Nurofen Spe c
ific Pain Products under the 
belief that each product is spe
cifically designed for and eff
ective in treating a particular 
type of pain, when this is not 
the case,” Mr Sims said.

“The retail price of the 
Nuro fen Specific Pain Products 
is significantly above that of 
other comparable analgesic 
products that also act as gen

eral pain relievers. Recent price 
sampling conducted by the 
ACCC revealed that these prod
ucts are being sold at retail 
prices around double that of 
Nurofen’s standard ibuprofen 
products and standard prod
ucts of its competitors.”

In Australia, Reckitt Benck
iser markets and supplies a 
range of consumer health and 
household brands, including 
Nurofen, Mortein, Clearasil, 
Finish, Airwick and Gaviscon.

The ACCC is seeking decla
rations, injunctions, an order 
for the publication of corrective 
notices, penalties and costs.

This matter is listed for a 
case management conference 
on 31 March 2015 in the Federal 
Court of Australia in Sydney.

The ACCC recently released 
its Compliance and Enforce
ment Policy which identified 
truth in advertising and con
sumer issues in the health and 
medical sectors as key areas of 
priority for 2015.

ACCC targets alleged false  
and misleading Nurofen claims

membership Rewards Program Partners ~ 10% discount*
� Belluci’s Restaurants  

(Phillip) Ph: (02) 6282 1700 & (Manuka) Ph: (02) 6239 7424  
– Award winning, casual Italian dining. * conditions apply.

� Bond Hair Religion 
(Kingston) Ph: (02) 6295 8073

– Bond Hair Religion is committed to creativity and service.  
Let us listen and look after you.

� Crabtree and Evelyn  
(Canberra Centre) Ph: (02) 6257 7722  

– Bath and body products, gourmet foods, candles,  
home decor, and gifts for any occasion.

� Electric Shadows Bookshop  
(Braddon) Ph: (02) 6248 8352  

– Specialist books, CDs and DVDs  
(including rentals)

� Evo Health Club  
(Barton) Ph: (02) 6162 0808 – Hotel Realm.

� Hotel Realm  
(Barton) Ph: (02) 6163 1888 

– Accommodation only.

� Jirra Wines Fax: 6227 5171
– You don’t need to go to Tuscany for good Italian wines. 

Canberra has a climate very close to Tuscany’s.

� Joanne Flowers 
(Manuka) Ph: (02) 6295 0315 
– Beautiful Flowers and Gifts.

� Onyabike 
(Bel) Ph: (02) 6252 2149 (Wdn) Ph: (02) 6162 2946 

(Civic) Ph: (02) 6230 0044 
– 10% off the full price of all cycling parts, accessories and 

clothing in 2015 (excludes all bicycles, and Garmin and 
Stages products).

� The Essential Ingredient  
(Kingston) Ph: (02) 6295 7148  

– Inspiring great cooking with ingredients, books and cookware.
* conditions may apply.

Jirra WinesJirra Wines

Health groups have 
condemned 
McDonald’s for 
seeking to promote its 
unhealthy products to 
children in schools, 
kindergartens and 
early childhood 
centres.

Members of the Mildura 
community were dismayed to 
find that McDonald’s had writ
ten to schools in the commu
nity encouraging them to have 
McDonald’s products, includ
ing burgers, fries, nuggets and 
desserts, delivered to their 
students, with incentives for 
participation such as cash 
rebates and free drinks.

The letter, which was 
passed on to The Parents’ Jury 
and the Obesity Policy Coalition 
(OPC) by a concerned Mildura 
parent, outlines the ‘McDonald’s 
School Support Program’ where 
food can be ordered for lunch 
days, fundraisers, end of term 
treats and for school excursions 
and functions.

Campaign Manager for The 
Parents’ Jury, Dimity Gannon, 
says “Allowing McDonald’s to 
be promoted in schools nor
malizes the consumption of fast 
food, undermining both par
ents’ and schools’ efforts to 
teach children about nutrition 
and instill healthy eating habits.

“Some schools might fall 
into the trap of taking up this 
offer because they see it as an 
opportunity to fundraise. 
However, the financial benefit 
for schools is minimal while 

McDonald’s benefit greatly by 
marketing to a captive audi
ence of hundreds of children.”

Jane Martin, Executive Man
 ager of the OPC, says attempts 
by McDonald’s to promote its 
unhealthy food to entire schools 
of children are insidious.

“This deliberate targeting 
of children in these settings 
shows that McDonald’s is put
ting profit ahead of children’s 
health. This is from a compa
ny that claims to be commit
ted to ‘responsible’ advertising 
to children,” she says.

“The Australian Health Sur 
vey 20112012 shows that chil
dren are eating way too many 
energy dense, nutrient poor 
‘discretionary foods’ that are 
not necessary in the diet, with 
very few consuming recom
mended quantities of fruit and 
vegetables.

“The Victorian State Gov
ernment’s Healthy Together 
Victoria initiative in Mildura is 
doing a great job of supporting 
schools to create healthy can
teen menus and implement 
healthy fundraising activities. 
Making McDonald’s available 
in schools would undermine 
this positive work.”

The Parents’ Jury and the 
Obesity Policy Coalition have 
each written to McDonald’s 
urging them to immediately 
stop the McDonald’s ‘School 
Support Program’ in Mildura 
and cease all promotion of 
McDonald’s branding and 
prod  ucts in schools across 
Aust ralia. 
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With a medical school 
comes a students’ society, enter 
the ANU Medical Students’ 
Society (ANUMSS). The ANU
MSS is now the amalgamation 
of 10 years of student leader
ship. In 2015 we are proud to 
be bigger and wider reaching 
than ever before. We are a team 
of committed individuals work
ing collectively for the benefit 
of our peers.

This year will encompass a 
renewed focus on the three 
core goals of ANUMSS. To sup
port, represent, and entertain 
the student body.

We will support our stu
dents with the continued 
growth of a teaching culture 
within the student body. Senior 
students teaching junior stu
dents and interyear integration 
is not new to ANU but it will 
be bigger in 2015. Ent
ertainment is something we do 
very, very well. Our social 
events are much needed res
pite for our students. The pro
duction of the ANU Med Revue 
leaves many wondering why 
our students chose the stetho
scope over the stage. Lastly, we 
will represent. A large element 
of the representation of our 

student body is to AMA ACT. 
We aim to build a more fluid 
relationship with the AMA ACT 
through publications such as 
this, The Canberra Doctor. We 
are also working on a new ini
tiative aimed at educating our 
student body on topical issues 
in the medical sphere – The 
Informant.

With the increasing engage
ment of the student body, we 
have begun to look at new 
ways to harness the energy and 
enthusiasm of students. The 
ANU Medical School is in a 
unique position being the only 

medical school in the ACT. We 
are looking at ways to grow our 
relationship with the AMA ACT 
and the ACT community. 

We hope you get to know 
the fresh faces of the ANUMSS 
throughout the year to come. 
We welcome your input and 
guidance as we work to imple
ment new ideas and increase 
representation of medical stu
dents.

Chris Wilder
President of the ANUMSS and 
in his third year at the ANU 
Medical School. He joined the 

ANUMSS in 2014 as the 
Academic and Advocacy 
Officer. Contact: president@
anumss.org 

Lauren O’Rourke
AMA Representative on the 
ANUMSS and in her fourth 
year at the ANU Medical 
School. She has been involved 
with the ANUMSS since her 
first year, serving previously 
as Academic Rep (2012), 
Sponsorship Officer (2013), 
and President (2014). 
Contact: Lauren.Elissa.
ORourke@gmail.com

In 2014 the ANU Medical School celebrated its 
tenth birthday. This was a truly tremendous 
milestone, a wonderful celebration of the 
successful establishment of medical education at 
the ANU.

accessNEPHROLOGY

Dr Gavin Carney

Dr Zain Qadri

Dr Tasnim Zirapury

Dr Shahadat Hossain

Renal Medicine in the ACT and Southern NSW

•    Continuity of care by a 
Consultant Nephrologist

•    Consultations within  
1 month of referral

•    Practices in Canberra, 
Bega, Moruya, 
Batehaven and Tumut

•    Renal medicine and 
Renal Biopsy

•    Hypertension
•    Dialysis
•    Renal Transplantation  

(in conjunction with 
Royal North Shore 
Hospital)

•    Metabolic medicine
•    Bone medicine

Ph: 02 6285 4298   Fax: 02 62817300
email: dr52998@bigpond.net.au

Visit our website:
www.accessnephrology.com.au

Meet the 2015 ANU Medical Students’ Society

For further information or an 
application form please contact the 
AMA ACT secretariat on 6270 5410  
or download the application from the 
Members’ Only section of the AMA 
ACT website: www.ama-act.com.au

Joining Fee: $240 (save $140) 
1 Year Membership: $390.60 (save $119.30)
2 Year Membership: $697.50 (save $227.50)

(all rates are inclusive of GST)

Qantas Club membership rates  
for AMA members

To renew your Qantas Club Corporate Membership 
contact the secretariat to obtain the AMA 
corporate scheme number.
For new memberships download the application 
from the Members’ Only section of the AMA ACT 
website: www.ama-act.com.au
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CLINICAL CASE STUDY: CT Colonography

Personal and supportive service

Doctors’ Health Advisory Service (ACT)
Here for you and your needs – The DHAS (ACT) provides peer support for you and your family

The DHAS (ACT) provides a protective environment of anonymity, cultural sensitivity, confidentiality and discretion.  
There is no charge for using the DHAS (ACT).

The DHAS (ACT) is a group of experienced Canberra-based general practitioners who are committed to providing support to colleagues and 
their families experiencing difficult times – which may include:
The DHAS (ACT) can link you with expert services and resources according to your needs.
Privacy and confidentiality are assured.

The DHAS (ACT) is fully supported by, but operates independently of, the AMA (ACT) Ltd as a community service.

0407 265 414 24 hours

l  a stressful incident
l  violence or trauma in your workplace
l  workplace issues such as bullying or harassment
l  workload concerns
l  feelings of stress or inability to cope

l  burnout
l  your professional life
l  your career plans
l  personal issues
l  your well-being

CT colonography is 
now a tried and trusted 
colonic examination. It 
is more sensitive and 
specific than barium 
enema, and rivals or 
outperforms formal 
colonoscopy as a cost
effective screening tool 
for asymptomatic 
patients.

The bowel preparation is a 
more limited “dry” prep than 
that used for formal colonosco
py, although in the near future 
that is expected to change and 
require essentially no bowel 
prep   aration other than drinking 
a small amount of contrast for a 
day or two before the examina
tion.

The difference lies in the 
way the examination is per
formed, the cost of the exami
nation, and the results.

After (currently) 2 days of 
bowel preparation, the patient 
lies on the CT scanner bed. A 
small soft catheter is inserted in 
the rectum and the balloon may 
be inflated in the lower rectum 
against the anal verge. Carbon 
dioxide is then gently insufflated 
into the colon with an automat
ed device, mildly distending it, 
whilst Buscopan may be ad  min
 istered to prevent colonic spasm.

The patient is scanned with 
a lowdose technique in the 
supine position and then again 
in the prone position. This takes 
up to 15 seconds for each scan. 
The patient is then free to leave.

The images can then be dis
played in any plane as 2D imag
es, or as a 3D “flythrough” as 
a conventional colonoscopy 
might see the colon. They can 
also be displayed as a conven
tional barium enema.

Additionally (and impor
tantly), other abdominal organs 
as well as the lung bases are 
able to be interrogated as part 
of the examination. Unexpected 
findings such as renal tumours, 
pancreatic tumours, lung base 
lesions, aortic aneurysms, etc, 
are not uncommon.

Advantages over formal 
colonoscopy:
1. Essentially no risk of colon

ic perforation.
2. No anaesthetic required.
3. Warfarin etc not an issue.
4. Almost 100% reliability in 

reaching the caecum (vs 
90% with formal colonos
copy).

5. Able to look back at the 
leading edge of semilunar 
folds.

6. Able to perform screening 
examinations of noncolon
ic organs as a ‘freebie’.

7. Less costly than formal 
colonoscopy.

8. Quicker and better  
tolerated.

Disadvantages:
1. Major disadvantage is the 

inability to perform biopsy 
of any identified lesion. 
Fortunately, the vast majori
ty (over 95%) of screening 
colonographies performed 
have no lesion identified 
requiring biopsy. By defini
tion, a lesion only requires 
biopsy/review if it is 5mm 
or larger in diameter.

2. Radiation is employed in 
the process. The effect of 
the radiation from this pro
cedure is currently believed 
to be of no significant 
health risk in the screening 
population age. And bowel 
cancer is very common in 
our society.

3. Contraindicated in currently 
active inflammatory bowel 

diseases (as is formal colon
oscopy) to a relative extent.
In short, CT colonography 

is believed by most to be the 
current screening technique of 
choice, where available. If there 
is a higher likelihood of a biop
siable lesion, my recommenda
tion is of course to do a formal 
colonoscopy.

Current ACA recommenda
tions for colonic screening is for 
the procedure to occur every 5 
years after the age of 50, or 
every 3 years if there is a sig
nificant family history.

Dr Malcolm Thomson
M.B., Ch.B., FRANZCR
Accredited CT Colonography 
Radiologist
Canberra Imaging Group
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Flu vax program delayed Giving back can be 
more powerful than 
you think
By Michelle Gianferrrari, Perpetual Private 
As a medical practitioner you pour your heart 
and soul into your profession, making a 
difference to your patients and communities. 
We find that many of our clients like to give 
outside of their profession, especially on 
discovery of their life goals and aspirations. 
What many don’t realise, however is that there 
are more efficient and structured ways to give, 
with more benefits.

Structured giving means 
planning when, how and 
where to give for maximum 
community impact. It’s differ
ent to just writing a cheque, 
and is a great way to leave a 
gift that keeps on giving. 
Setting up a charitable struc
ture is an achievable goal, and 
is a taxeffective way to pro
vide a sustainable income 
stream for charities or causes. 
A charitable structure bearing 
your family name can also 
become a lasting legacy with 
a demonstrated reflection of 
personal values for individu
als and families.

Structured forms of phi
lanthropy, such as an endow
ment or private foundation, 
play a vital role in the areas of 
advancement of health, medi
cal research and science. 
Australia’s excellence in these 
fields is renowned worldwide, 
yet the research base remains 
highly vulnerable to inconsist
ent funding and its distance to 
collaborative partners abroad. 
Capital intensive and long
term focused, research pro
grams can only thrive with 
sustained funding, be it from 
multiple sources, including 
private and public grants. 
Philanthropy, vital to the pro
gression of health and medi
cal research in Australia, can 
provide this muchneeded 
stable funding base. 

As a manager and distrib
utor of philanthropic funds 
for over 128 years, Perpetual 
has seen philanthropy evolve 
through structured giving, 
moving from ad hoc, relief
focused giving, often in 
response to disasters or trag
edies, to a more structured 
format that reflects greater 
consideration of the longer 
term benefits that can be 
achieved with funding cer
tainty. This is not to suggest 
that one form is better than 
the other, certainly unexpect
ed lump sum donations can 
help organisations accelerate 
development and achieve crit
ical milestones sooner, but 

increased structured giving 
affirms the role of philanthro
py as addressing the root 
causes of societal issues rather 
than merely supporting band
aid solutions. 

If you’re considering a 
planned and longterm app
roach to giving, there are a cou
ple of things to keep in mind:
�� It’s simpler and more 

achievable than you 
might think. A structured 
giving program can be 
established with as little 
as $20,000, meaning you 
don’t have to be Bill or 
Melinda Gates to leave a 
meaningful legacy.

�� There are many ways to 
give. You can create a 
structured program that 
works for you. Once 
you’ve determined the 
right structure, you can 
also choose from a range 
of ways to give, such as 
scholarships or awards, 
through your estate or 
during your lifetime, 
individually or involving 
family.

Philanthropy is also a 
wonderful way to bring your 
family together. Many of our 
clients utilise their family 
endowment or private foun
dation to engage their chil
dren and grandchildren with 
community and social values. 
Making annual decisions 
around who and where to 
direct funds can also be an 
ideal way of sharing and pass
ing on family values and 
social responsibility to the 
next generation. 

We look forward to sharing 
examples of how our clients 
have made an impact in their 
communities through 
charitable structures, in the 
upcoming issues of Canberra 
Doctor.

Assisting Canberra  
Doctors and their 
families too! The Medical 
Benevolent Association is an aid organisation which 
assists medical practitioners, their spouses and children 
during times of need.

The Association provides a counselling service and 
financial assistance and is available to every registered 
medical practitioner in NSW and the ACT.

The Association relies on donations to assist in caring  
for the loved ones of your colleagues.

For further information please phone  
Meredith McVey on 02 9987 0504

The Department of 
Health advises that the 
National Seasonal 
Influenza Immunisation 
Program for 2015 will 
not commence on the 
usual start date of 15 
March.

The main reason for the 
delay is that the 2015 southern 
hemisphere seasonal influenza 
vaccine will contain three sea
sonal influenza strains, with 
two strain changes from the 
2014 vaccine. 

This doublestrain change, 
which is an unusual occur
rence, has caused manufactur
ing de  lays. A decision has been 
made to delay the program 
until sufficient supplies of influ
enza vaccine are available from 
at least two suppliers in order 
to mitigate the risk of adminis
tration of bioCSL’s Fluvax to 
children under five years of 
age. The delay will not affect 
vaccine supply volumes, and 
no vaccine shortages are antici
pated. 

The trivalent influenza vac
cine components for the 
Australian 2015 influenza sea
son will contain the following:
�� A (H1N1): an A/

California/7/2009 (H1N1) – 
like virus, 15 µg HA per 
dose.
�� A (H3N2): an A/

Switzerland/9715293/2013 
(H3N2) – like virus 15 µg 
HA per dose.
�� B: a B/Phuket/3073/2013 – 

like virus, 15 µg HA per 
dose. 
When available, further in 

for mation on the commence
ment date will be placed on the 
Immunise Australia website. 

AMA reminds GPs and 
patients that this provides 
an opportunity for a health 
check

AMA (ACT) President, Dr 
Elizabeth Gallagher and Dr 
Suzanne Davey, Chair of AMA 
(ACT) GP Forum believe that it 
is important that vaccinations 
are done by qualified medical 
practitioners despite pharma
cists being able to provide vac
cinations legally. 

“This is not necessarily in 
the best interests of the 
patient”, Dr Gallagher said. 

“While it is recognised that 
vaccinations by pharmacists is 
a state and territory issue – the 
drugs and poisons legislation 
giving pharmacists the author
ity to prescribe and administer 
vaccines for influenza, measles 
and whooping cough in the 
jurisdictions, this is occurring 
without any solid evidence 
about the safety and efficacy 
and it is the AMA view that 
vaccinations should be per
formed by adequately trained 
and accredited health profes
sionals”.

“Dr Gallagher said, “vacci
nations save lives and improves 
quality of life for millions of 

Australians, but we need to 
ensure that patients who 
would not otherwise present, 
are provided with an annual 
opportunity for a comprehen
sive general health check. 

Dr Davey commented “the 
safest way for people to receive 
vaccinations is through their 
usual general practitioner where 
it is performed by either a med
ical practitioner or by a nurse 
practitioner who has undertak
en accredited training. We know 
all medicines carry benefits and 
risks. While anaphylaxis and 
adverse reactions to vaccina
tions are rare, health practition
ers must have specific training 
that includes how to make an 
assessment of the safety of the 
vaccine for a particular patient 
and how to recognise and 
respond to adverse reactions.

“Vaccinations are not 
urgent. They can be planned 
for and appointments made 
with general practitioners at a 
time that is most convenient for 
patients”, said Dr Davey.

The AMA encourages eve
ryone to have their vaccina
tions with their family doctor.
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The AMACGP is 
representative of 
general practitioners 
across the country. It 
brings together GPs 
across multifaceted 
general practice profiles 
including GPs in 
training.

Sydney GP Dr Brian Morton 
is the chair of the AMACGP. 
Professor Bernard PearnRowe 
from Western Australia convenes 
the meetings of the AMACGP. 
The meetings are always held in 
Canberra. 

ACT representative, Dr 
Suzanne Davey reports below:

GP co-payment and related 
matters top of agenda

AMA President Brian Owler 
addressed our meeting and stat
ed that most of his work since 
assuming the presidency had 
involved advocacy regarding 
issues affective general practice.

In December 2014, 3 major 
new Budget initiatives were ann
   ounced. 
1. There was a change in 

descriptors for level A and 
B time based consultations 
such that B consultations 
had to be for a minimum 
of 10 minutes.

2. The Medicare rebate on all 
items was fixed not to rise 
until 2018.

3. The $5.00 Medicare cut 
was changed so that it did 
not apply to concession 
care holders, reversing the 
Budget decision.
Dr Owler informed us that 

the former Health Minister 
(Peter Dutton) had not consult
ed with the AMA at all prior to 
this announcement.

Then there was a Cabinet 
reshuffle and Sussan Ley was 
appointed as Health Minister. She 
proved to be very approachable 
and the AMA started a big cam
paign to lobby parliamentarians, 
sending more than 7000 emails. 

This campaign was suc
cessful and the Item A/B time 
tier changes were reversed.

In early February 2015 the 
AMA organised GP rallies in 
every state, for all doctors 
whether or not they were AMA 
members. The turnout in every 
state involved about 5% non
AMA members. (In Canberra 
we had about 50 doctors come 
to our rally, of whom 50% were 
non AMA members.)

After the leadership spill 
vote, the Prime Minister decided 
to review his health policies and 

finally reversed the $5.00 rebate 
cut for everybody. He announced 
that he supported Medicare and 
stated that where doctors were 
opposed to a particular political 
view then “the doctors usually 
wins because they have their 
patients’ best interests at heart.” 

The Health Minister has said 
that she won’t take any new ini
tiatives to parliament unless 
they are supported by the AMA.

Our Chairman Brian 
Morton then updated us on a 
number of issues affecting GP’s
1. PIP payments: The PIP IT 

payment will be based on 
the number of PCeHR 
records uploaded. The After 
Hours PIP payment will 
revert to those who actually 
do the on call work.

2. GP Training: The national 
boundaries for the Regional 
training programs have not 
yet been announced. The 
AMA thinks that a health 
model is required for GP 
training rather than a busi
ness model.

3. Scope of practice of 
pharmacist: An MoU 
between doctors and phar
macists is required to delin
eate roles, but pharmacists 
are already advertising that 
they do flu vaccines.

4. PSR review: AMA contin
ues to be proactive in 
advocating fairness to GPs

5. Primary care accredita-
tion: There are only 2 
accreditation providers and 
the issue as to whether the 
RACGP are applicable to all 
practices was discussed.

General Practice Funding
The RACGP draft paper 

“Working towards a sustainable 
primary health care system” 
was discussed. Their 6 level 
time tiered consultation system 
was thought to be unworkable. 
Number of problems treated 
and outcome should be 

involved in the equation for 
payment, as some doctors are 
slower than others for exactly 
the same outcome, and this 
should not be rewarded.

Role of Private health 
Insurers in the GP space

A model similar to the CVC 
model for Veterans was dis
cussed, involving private insur
ers wanting to keep their patients 
out of hospital. The AMA gives 
this concept guarded approval, 
but does not want PHIs setting 
up their own practices in com
petition with existing GP’s.

Barriers to Teaching
As well as the usual barriers 

of time and money, the suitabil
ity of the training environment 
was discussed. Practices in a 
geographic cluster could per
haps join together for group 
registrar training. Although train
ing of GP supervisors is required, 
the meeting felt that the require
ments of supervisors should not 
involve too much red tape 
which might discourage other
wise willing GP teachers. The 
vertical model of teaching was 
discussed, as happens in the 
hospital system. It was noted 
that there are 2 aims of training 
one to be a good doctor and the 
other was to be able to pass the 
required exams. Several GP 
trainers complained that there 
was a lack of work ethic amongst 
trainees. This involved the tak
ing of sick leave and staying on 
after the required hours to finish 
seeing patients and doing paper
work. This was regarded as the 
responsibility of the RTP, but it 
was accepted that the old model 
of the GP who worked long 
hours and did not take any sick 
leave, was over.

The demise of the PGPPP 
program was discussed. The 
model of training was too 
expensive for the Federal gov
ernment to continue. The WA 
government have funded an 
alternative PGPPP style pro
gram called the Community 
Residency program, but other 
state governments are unwill
ing to fund similar models.
Primary Health Networks

We were addressed by Mr 
Mark Booth, First Assistant Sec re
tary, Department of Health, who 
is responsible for policy and im 
plementation of the PHN’s.
�� He told us that the tender 

process was almost 
completed. The tender 
criteria, in particular, 
addressed improved 
efficiency and effectiveness 
of medical services for 
patients at high risk of 
poor health outcomes. 
They also addressed 

improved coordination of 
care so that the patient 
would be able to receive 
the right care in the right 
place at the right time. 
�� There was at least one 

applicant for each area. 
�� The contract negotiations 

would be completed by the 
end of March. For the last 
quarter of 2014/2015 the 
existing Medicare Locals 
would work with the new 
PHN’s to ensure a smooth 
transition. 
�� Comparative performance 

benchmarks would be set 
up and reported on 
publically.
�� Key performance indicators 

for PHN’s will be set up on 
a National, Local and 
Organisational level. 
�� National indicators would 

be such measurements as 
preventable 
hospitalisations, childhood 
immunisation rates and 
cancer screening rates
�� Local KPI’s would reflect 

local issues such as 
hospitalisation rates for 
COPD patients, and 
smoking rates for Aborignal 
and Torres Strait Islanders
�� Organisational KPIs would 

reflect compliance with 
contractual arrangements in 
key areas of established 
operations and activity.
�� The PHN’s would use 

existing GP data available 
to them initially, but there 
was a lot of relevant GP 
data not yet being 
collected, but which might 
be collected in the future.
�� If the new PHN does not 

enjoy the confidence of 
local GP’s a mechanism 
would be put in place for 

GP’s, the community and 
the AMA to feed back their 
concerns to DOH.
�� Clinical councils will be GP 

led, and the skill based 
board should include GP’s
�� Mr Booth indicated that he 

was fully aware of the 
conflict of interest should a 
Private Health Insurer 
tender to be the PHN for 
an area.

Delayed GP training motion
The AMACGP recommends 

that the Federal Council of the 
AMA condemns the manage
ment and implementation of 
GP training reforms by the 
government, including the lack 
of detail about the governance, 
structure and delivery of GP 
training beyond 2015, and 
requests an urgent meeting 
with the health Minister to dis
cuss these concerns.

Family Doctor Week
The use of the Medical 

Home logo for AMA doctors 
during Family Doctor Week was 
discussed.

The AMACGP will meet 
again in June 2015.

Dr Suzanne Davey
Canberra GP and Chair of the 
AMA (ACT) GP Forum and a 
member of the AMACGP 
representing the ACT
For further information of any 
of the matters above, please 
contact Dr Suzanne Davey 
directly. Her contact details 
are available from the AMA 
ACT Office.
Membership of the GP For um is 
open to all AMA member GPs 
and if interested please contact 
either Suzanne Davey or 
Christine Brill for further details 
of how you can get in  vol v ed. 

Report of March meeting of AMA Council of General 
Practice (AMACGP)  

AMA Staff Assist
– helping you get the right staff 

for your practice
This new fee-for-service initiative has been designed 

to assist AMA members recruit staff.
For details on this service please contact 
Christine Brill on 6270 5419 
or by email: execofficer@ama-act.com.au
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A proposal from the 
Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS) to 
conduct the Census 
every ten years instead 
of five would come at 
an unacceptable cost to 
healthcare planning, 
according to a number 
of national health peak 
bodies.

Australian Healthcare and 
Hospitals Association (AHHA) 
Chief Executive Alison Verhoe
ven said that, while the proposal 
might help the ABS fund its 
planned IT systems upgrade, 
significant flowon effects would 
negatively impact the Australian 
healthcare system.

“At a practical level, infor
mation from the Census is used 
in decisions about where hos
pitals and health services 
should be located, what servic
es they should provide, and 
how health funding is distrib
uted,” Ms Verhoeven said. “It is 
imperative that consideration is 
given to developing alternative 
mechanisms to support health 
systems planning, before intro
ducing wholesale changes to a 

key national data set such as 
the Census.”

Public Health Association of 
Australia (PHAA) Chief Exec
utive Officer Michael Moore said 
that the social, economic, region
al and cultural dimensions of 
Census data provided essential 
guidance that could be muddied 
through the ABS proposal.

“We know that health is 
determined often by factors 
outside of the health portfolio 
by such things as housing, 
where you live, your remote
ness, whether you have a job,” 
Mr Moore said. “If the Census is 
conducted less frequently, it 
will be very difficult for the gov
ernment to focus their policy on 
the most effective ways to keep 
people healthy and keep them 
productive. It’s the baseline on 
which we can understand the 
health of Australians.”

Consumer Health Forum of 
Australia (CHF) Chief Executive 
Officer Adam Stankevicius said 
that, given the pace of change 
in the health area, it is vital that 
Australia has a regular snap
shot of the population’s health 
as offered by the fiveyear 
Census. 

“You can’t manage what 
you don’t measure,” Mr Stank
evicius said. “The rapid growth 
in the incidence of obesity and 

chronic disease are examples 
where timely statistics can help 
us combat these serious popu
lation health problems faster. A 
great strength of Australia’s gov
ernance is its strong statistical 
system. We should not weaken 
it to meet short term bean
counting edicts.”

Ms Verhoeven said that, in 
particular, the ABS proposal 
would limit the country’s under
standing of the population 
health needs of Indigenous 
people and those living in rural 
and remote areas.

“Less frequent Census data 
and a reliance on samplebased 
surveys is of particular concern 
for these groups that already 
experience significant health 
inequity compared with other 
Australians,” Ms Verhoeven said.

As the Census provides the 
benchmark for population 
weighting other ABS sample 
surveys, the health peak bodies 
are concerned that the robust
ness of these processes will be 
lost. This includes concerns 
around the Australian Census 
Longitudinal Dataset, a valua
ble initiative for health research 
that commenced in 2006, 
which could be compromised 
by the ABS proposal.

The health peak bodies 
also fear that frequent smaller 

sample size surveys to supple
ment a tenyearly Census, as 
proposed by the ABS, could be 
vulnerable to funding cutbacks, 
further undermining the credi
bility of population data.

While ABSacknowledged 
concerns over the length of 
time it takes to release Census 
results are important to address, 
the health peak bodies warn 
there is no guarantee that the 
results of a tenyearly Census 
would be available in a more 
timely manner.

“The proposed move to ten
yearly Censuses has been 

flagged less than three months 
prior to the Budget announce
ments by the Australian Statist
ician, who has publicly com
mented that the ABS is ‘consult
ing widely with government’,” 
Ms Verhoeven said. 

“The Census is such an 
important asset for the health 
sector that any changes should 
be the subject of wide consul
tation, and should be aimed at 
improving the data available to 
inform policy for a strong, pro
ductive and health Australia.

Census conducted once a decade? 
A major setback for health in Australia
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Legal consequences for GoodSAM App ‘responders’ 
who don’t respond

2014 AMA Specialist Trainee Survey

Doctors registered as 
firstaid ‘responders’ on 
the GoodSAM 
(Smartphone Activated 
Medics) App in NSW 
and the Northern 
Territory should turn 
off the App when they 
are unable or unwilling 
to respond to an alert, 
to avoid exposing 
themselves to medico
legal risks, according to 
MDO, Avant. 

While Avant’s medical legal 
experts acknowledged the 
potential role of the GoodSAM 

App which uses GPRS technol
ogy to alert registered firstaid 
‘responders’ to emergency 
medical situations in the area, 
they believed doctors could be 
potentially exposing them
selves to medicolegal risk. 

“If doctors practising in 
NSW and NT have chosen to be 
alerted to an emergency in a 
local area, but choose to ignore 
that emergency without good 
reason, in our view they may be 
criticised for failing to provide 
assistance,” Kate Gillman, Spec
ial Counsel, Medico Legal Ad 
vis  ory and Health Law, Avant 
Mutual Group, said. 

Ms Gillman confirmed that 
Avant’s Practitioner Indemnity 
Insurance Policy provides 
worldwide cover for registered 
GoodSAM responders who act 

as a Good Samaritan, subject to 
the terms, conditions and 
exclusions of the policy. 

However, she said that 
while doctors do not have a 
common law duty to provide 
assistance in an emergency in 
the absence of an existing doc
tor/patient relationship as held 
in the recent Dekker case, there 
were different legal require
ments for doctors practising in 
NSW and the NT. 

“In the Northern Territory it 
is a criminal offence if a doctor 
“callously” fails to provide med
ical assistance in an emergency 
where a life may be endan
gered,” she said. 

In certain circumstances, 
doctors practising in NSW could 
also be liable for unsatisfactory 
professional conduct for refus

ing or failing to provide medical 
assistance without reasonable 
cause under the Health Pract
itioner Regulation National Law 
(NSW), Ms Gillman said. 

“In our view, doctors in 
NSW and/or NT may need to 
respond to a request for assis
tance when alerted on the 
GoodSAM app, unless they have 
a reasonable excuse, to avoid 
the ramifications of the state and 
territory legislation,” she warned.

Dr Penny Browne, Senior 
Medical Officer, Avant Mutual 
Group, advised doctors that 
The App could create an expec
tation that the doctor is availa
ble to attend an emergency 
when they are unable to do so. 

“One option for doctors to 
limit that expectation and their 
potential exposure is to turn 

off the App when they are una
ble or unwilling to respond to 
an alert,” she said. 

Under the App’s terms and 
conditions, responders are 
advised not to respond to an 
alert in the following circum
stances: 
�� If formal certification is out 

of date then acting as a 
responder must not occur 
�� A responder should only 

respond if fully alert and 
prepared (do not respond 
if alcohol has been 
consumed) 
�� A responder must not go 

outside of his/her skill set. 
Basic life support and AED 
use are all that should be 
provided when 
appropriate.

The AMA has released 
the 2014 AMA Specialist 
Trainee Survey – a 
national snapshot of 
medical training that 
provides valuable 
feedback to medical 
colleges on how 
Australia’s future doctors 
value their medical 
training experience.

AMA President, A/Prof Brian 
Owler, said after release of the 
survey that the it has recorded a 
high level of satisfaction among 
Australia’s 16,800 specialist train
ees with both their work and 
training experiences.

A/Prof Owler said that, 
overall, the survey respondents 

reported a more positive view 
of their training experience 
than respondents to the first 
AMA survey four years ago.

“The survey shows that 
medical colleges are performing 
well in most areas of vocational 
training,” A/Prof Owler said.

“Career choice, level of sup
er vision, standard of training, 
clinical experience, and acc  ess 
to safe working hours are areas 
where trainees continue to have 
a high level of confidence.

“There are however, signifi
cant areas where colleges have 
fallen short of their trainees’ ex 
pectations, many of which have 
remained unchanged since 2010.

“There has been underper
formance in responsiveness to 
cases of bullying and harass
ment, training feedback, and 
appeals and remediation pro
cesses.

“The cost of training remains 
an issue for trainees.

“Trainees are also uncertain 
about how to access academic 
streams and accredited overseas 
rotations as part of their training 
program.”

A/Prof Owler said the sur
vey not only highlights strengths 
and areas for improvement in 
training programs, and identi
fies emerging issues and trends 
in vocational training, it can 
now provide longitudinal data 
on core issues over the period 
covered by the two surveys 
since 2010.

“These results will help med
ical colleges and health depart
ments shape and improve the 
quality of vocational training, 
and will inform AMA advocacy 
for vocational training.

“Australia must maintain the 
quality of vocational training in 

the face of escalating trainee 
numbers, and a changing work 
and policy environment.

“To ensure that quality is 
maintained and improved, the 
AMA is calling for funding for a 
National Training Survey to 
monitor and inform the quality 
of training nationally.

“A National Training Survey 
– similar to the successful 
United Kingdom model – would 
dramatically improve workforce 
planning, including important 
downstream planning to guar
antee employment for doctors 
when they have finished their 
specialist training.”

A/Prof Owler said the AMA 
strongly supports the Australian 
model of specialist training, 
which does a great job in pre
paring doctors for independent 
practice.

“Our medical colleges do 
their best to heed the views of 
their trainees,” A/Prof Owler 
said.

“The AMA surveys provide 
the colleges with valuable com
plementary information to help 
them further support their train
ees. 

“The challenge is to manage 
career expectations, promote a 
safe and healthy workplace, 
and better integrate highquality 
prevocational and vocational 
training pathways to ensure 
Australia continues to produce 
highly qualified doctors.”

The 2014 AMA Specialist 
Trainee Survey is available at 
https://ama.com.au/
article/2014amaspecialist
traineesurveyreportfindings
february2015
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Guardianship Act under review
The ACT Law Reform 
Advisory Council has 
been asked by the 
AttorneyGeneral to 
review the 
Guardianship and 
Management of 
Property Act in light of 
the United Nations 
Convention on the 
Rights of People with 
Disabilities.

The full terms of reference 
are at http://www.justice.act.
gov.au/review/view/31/title/
reviewofguardianshipand
management. 

A most significant provision 
in that Convention is Article 12 
which says that people with dis
abilities have the right to ‘enjoy 
legal capacity on an equal basis 
with others in all aspects of life’, 
and requires the provision of 
support to allow them to exer
cise legal capacity. 

This particularly effects 
decisionmaking, where cur
rently a substitute decision
maker is often appointed by a 
Tribunal or court for an adult 
who is said to ‘lack capacity’. 
This relates to many areas of 
life, such as health care, own
ership and inheritance of prop

erty, and financial management 
including taking out loans.

People who are currently 
found to ‘lack capacity’ include 
people with intellectual disabili
ties, people with some mental 
illnesses and older people. 
Under the United Nations Con
vention, people have the right 
to make their own decisions, 
but if they require support to do 
this then support must be pro
vided. Current guardianship 
arrangements, which are based 
on substitute decisionmaking 
rather than supported decision 
making, are the exception rath
er than the rule. 

While the ACT Council’s 
inquiry is recent, the move to 
what is called “supported deci
sionmaking” has been in the 
policy pipeline for some years. 
It has already been tackled in 
pilots for the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme and under 
reform proposals in other states 
and overseas .

In November 2014, the 
Australian Law Reform Comm
ission released its Final Report 
called Equality, Capacity and 
Disability in Commonwealth 
Law. This is available on the 
web: https://www.alrc.gov.au/

publications/equalitycapacity
disabilityreport124 . This very 
detailed report proposes a sup
ported decisionmaking model 
to conform with the United 
Nations Convention, based on 
National Decisionmaking Prin
c iples and Guidelines, which 
ensure that:

�� supported decisionmaking 
is encouraged
�� representative (substitute) 

decisionmakers are 
appointed only as a last 
resort, and
�� the will, preferences and 

rights of persons determine 
decisions that affect their 
lives (Recommendation 
31).
�� The Principles say that:
�� all adults have an equal 

right to make decisions that 
affect their lives and to 
have these respected
�� people who require 

support in decisionmaking 
must be provided with 
support necessary for them 
to make, communicate and 
participate in decisions that 
affect their lives

�� the will, preferences and 
rights of people who 
require decisionmaking 
support must direct the 
decisions that affect their 
lives, and
�� there must be effective 

legal safeguards when 
people require decision
making support, including 
to prevent abuse and 
undue influence.
The Australian Law Reform 

Commission recommends that 
these principles and guidelines 
be used to guide law reform in 
all States and Territories.

Given the comprehensive
ness of the Australian Law 
Reform Commission’s work and 
the need for compliance with 
the United Nations Convention, 
the ACT Law Reform Advisory 
Council is using the proposed 
National Decisionmaking 
Principles and Guidelines as a 
starting point for its review of 
the Guardianship and Manage
ment of Property Act. Through 
a consultation process, it is also 
seeking information about the 
experience of people subject to 
guardianship orders, the experi
ences of their families, carers 

and guardians, and of those 
who rely on these arrange
ments, including doctors, law
yers, financial institutions and 
other service providers.

The Council is consulting, 
and looking at lessons from 
experiences with supported 
decisionmaking both in Aust
ralia and overseas, to help shape 
the law in the ACT. A Public 
Response Booklet will be made 
available soon to provide an 
accessible way for people to 
participate in the consultations. 

Doctors have extensive 
experience working with vul
nerable people and related 
decisionmaking. The Law 
Reform Advisory Council hopes 
that the medical profession will 
participate actively in this 
important reference. Doctors 
can help to shape sound, 
rightsbased laws that can help 
patients and families in their 
care to have a more respectful 
and just engagement in the 
decisions that affect their lives. 
If you would like to be on the 
email list for the reference, 
please email your details to the 
Council at lrac@anu.edu.au.
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2015 Directory of Medical Specialists, 
Directory of Allied Health Professionals and 
Directory of GPs with Special Interests
… a publication of the AMA ACT

The second edition of the directory of Allied Health Professionals and GPs with Special Interests will be published as a service to ACT 
general practitioners and distributed with the 10th edition of the Directory of Medical Specialists during Family Doctor Week in July 2015.

Entries must be on the form below and returned to the address below no later than 30 April 2015.

n Directory of Medical Specialists     n Directory of Allied Health Professionals     n Directory of GPs with Special Interests 
(Select which Directory/s you would like to go in)

Name:

Speciality:

Services offered:
(Please keep this brief and use only accepted abbreviations – eg: DCH, Diploma in Child Health)

 Practice Details (1) Practice Details (2)

Phone: Phone:

Address: Address:

Fax: Fax:

Email: Email:

Website: Website:

I am/am not interested in taking a display advert to accompany my listing in the directory.

Signed: ____________________________________ Date: ____________________________________________

AHPRA registration number: __________________
Note: In order to be included in this directory,it is mandatory that you are a medical practitioner currently registered with the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation 
Authority (AHPRA)

NOT FOR PUBLICATION

Contact Phone: _______________________________________

A proof of your entry will be sent prior to printing. Please indicate preferred method to receive this:

n Fax number: ___________________________________  n Email address: ______________________________________

Mail: AMA ACT, PO Box 560, CURTIN ACT 2605
Fax: 6273 0455   Email: reception@ama-act.com.au
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Podiatrists:    Paul Fleet    |    Matthew Richardson    |    Alexander Murray
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Medical students Trans-Pacific 
Partnership Agreement (TPPA) 
may reduce access to medications
The Australian Medical 
Students’ Association 
[AMSA] has welcomed 
the report released by 
the Public Health 
Association of Australia 
[PHAA] detailing the 
negative impacts of the 
TransPacific 
Partnership Agreement 
[TPPA] on the health of 
Australians.

“The TPPA poses a signifi
cant risk to the affordability of 
medications and has the 
potential for major followon 
effects for the Australian, and 
global, population.” said AMSA 
President, James Lawler.

“The provisions in the TPPA 
may mean longer and broader 
monopolies on medicines and 
other health technologies, ulti
mately increasing outofpocket 
expenses for already vulnera
ble populations.

“Increased cost of medi
cines will intensify medical 
nonadherence, with an Aust
ralian Bureau of Statistics sur
vey finding 1 in 11 people 
delayed or did not fill a pre
scription due to the cost. The 
TPPA is a dangerous move in 
the wrong direction.

“The Government should 
be prioritising community pub
lic health needs, since equita
ble access to medications can 
have farreaching benefits.

“AMSA is calling upon the 
Government to ensure that 
broader transparency is afford
ed to the Australian people, 

and for strong provisions to be 
included in the Agreement to 
protect public health and keep 
medicines affordable.

“This Health Impact Ass ess
ment has been put together by 
a large team of academics and 
nongovernment health organi
sations – AMSA urges the Gov
ernment to listen to experts on 
public health policy."

Mr Lawler also pointed out 
that medical students had taken 
particular interest in the nego
tiations and their potential im 
pact on public and global 
health, to the point where Aust
ralian medical students had 
attended negotiations overseas.

AMSA calls on the Dep
artment of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade to apply the report’s rec
ommendations in the final 
days of TPPA negotiations.

Richard Flanagan 
ISBN 978087980366 
Published by Vintage as 
paperback October 2014 
RRP $19.99
The Narrow Road to 
the Deep North is the 
title of a 17th century 
Japanese text by the 
celebrated poet Bash.

The elderly Bash describes, 
in haiku and prose, meditative 
walking journeys through 
Japan after selling his posses
sions. Flanagan borrows the 
name for his Man Booker 
Prize winning story of the 
ThaiBurma railway. Flana
gan’s father, a prisoner of war 
on the railway, died the night 
Flanagan announced to him 
that the book was complete.

The book makes for diffi
cult reading. The protagonist, 
a surgeon, is inadvertently 
promoted to leadership within 
his labour camp. De  s criptions 
of cholera, beatings, behead
ings, crude debridement of 
tropical ulcers, amputation 
and malnutrition are rendered 
with skincrawling medical 
accuracy. Flanagan has never 
shied away from the diseased 
body, we can recall the 
descriptions of the syphilitic 
Commandant in Gould’s Book 
of Fish. In The Narrow Road to 
the Deep North, the surgeon 
must negotiate the quota of 
men fit to work on the line. 
This is leadership, as he 
decides between releasing 
men to work who are too ill, 
and losing what little negotiat
ing power he retains through 
obstructionism.

Because he provides ade
quate witness to the horrors, 
Flanagan is permitted an al 
most sympathetic exploration 
of the Japanese military psy
che. Postwar, we follow sev
eral guards previously intro
duced to us only as two di 
mensional brutes. The guards’ 
fates are mixed, and the read
er is left with an incomplete 
sense of justice. Furthermore, 
our Australian protagonist is 
not without fault himself in 
marriage, fatherhood, or even 
as a lover, as affairs devolve 
from hot blooded raisons 
d’être to mechanical routine. 

Readers will lose them
selves in this evocative tale, 
and Flanagan writes in a con
temporary style that feels 
timeless. We are not given the 
answers, but encouraged to 
muse further with the sugges
tion that Bash’s poetry might 
help guide us.

Dr Philip Keightley
Psychiatry Advanced Trainee
ANU Medical School

BOOK REVIEW:
The Narrow Road to the 
Deep North
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Address: Suite 3, 
National Capital Private Hospital
Phone: 02 6222 6607      
Fax: 02 6222 6663

Dr. A-J Collins MB BS FRACS

Breast and Thyroid Surgeon

Oncoplastic Breast Surgery – including: 
w Immediate breast reconstruction and  

breast reduction techniques
w Breast Cancer surgery
w Sentinel node biopsy

Thyroid and Parathyroid surgery 

to let
77 Denison Street DEAKIN
(backing onto Calvary John 

James Hospital)
56 metres, ground floor,  

one car space
$21,000 pa ex GST

Phone Maria: 6282 1783

OffIcE SPAcE

Dr Peter Jones 
M.B.B.S.(Hons), F.R.A.C.P. 

Respiratory & Sleep 
Physician 

Specialist consultation service 
Home based sleep studies 

(bulk billed) 
In-lab sleep studies 

(bulk billed) 
Complex lung function testing 
Bronchial provocation testing

Bronchoscopy 
3/18 Bentham Street, 
Yarralumla ACT 2600

P: 6260 3663 F: 6260 3662
www.canberrasleep.com  

Moruya Medical Centre:
rooms to rent
Newly built General Practice in Moruya  

has rooms available to rent.
This busy practice has 6 general  

practitioners, nurses and several visiting 
specialists already attending on a  

monthly basis.
Should you be seeking to expand your 

practice and wish to visit a beautiful  
coastline, please contact the practice 
manager on 02 4474 2200 or visit our 

website: www.moruyamedicalcentre.com.au

Dr Liz Gallagher and Dr Omar Adham have now 
introduced the MonaLisa Touch to their practice. 

MonaLisa Touch is an innovative 5 minute, 
non-hormonal laser treatment that achieves lasting 

improvements for patients suffering from:
~ Dyspareunia

~ Incontinence and Urinary Urgency
~ Vaginal itchiness and burning
~ Dryness and loss of lubrication

~ Prolapse and laxity
~ Vaginal and vulval pain

For further information 
please call the practice on 02 6282 2033 
or email reception@womenshealthonstrickland.com.au

WOMEN’S HEALTH 
ON STRICKLAND

Dr Sabari Saha
MBBS (Hons), FRACP

Geriatric Medicine 
Physician

l  Comprehensive Geriatric 
assessments

l Falls assessments 
l Cognitive assessments
l Medication reviews 
l  Home visits & Residential  

Aged Care Facility visits
Hospital admissions  

can be arranged
Bulk Billing available

suite 11/12, napier close,  
deakin act 2605

Phone: 02 6154 5031
Fax: 02 6169 4437

Bond Hair 
religion
Ph: (02) 6295 8073

Bond Hair Religion is committed to 
creativity and service. Let us listen and 

look after you.
Conditions may apply and you must produce your  

membership card to access these benefits.

AMA ACT membership 
entitles you to access this 
Member Reward Partner

Orthopaedic 
Surgeon

NEW PRACTICE LOCATION

CANBERRA
5/5 Baratta St, Crace ACT 2911
Ph 6109 0002
Fax 6109 0003

GOULBURN 
ELLESMERE 
SPECIALIST CENTRE
56-58 Cliff ord St,
Goulburn NSW 2580
Ph 4823 0223
Fax 4822 5417

Dr Wisam Ihsheish
MBBS(Adel) FRACS (orth)

Accepting new referrals in 
Canberra and Goulburn

needed full time/part time for 
mixed billing Medical Practice 
at the Argyle Medical Centre 

located in Goulburn NSW.
Please contact  

Dr. Ivan Wilden-Constantin  
on 02 4821 1188  
or 0409 443 054

VR GP

Dr. P.M.V. Mutton

colposcopy & laser
endoscopic surgery

specialist gynaecology
treatment of prolapse

and incontinence 

Dr. P.M.V. Mutton
MBBS, FRCOG, FRANZCOG

for prompt, personalised 
and 

experienced care

6273 3102
39 GREY STREET DEAKIN ACT 2600

FAx 6273 3002

Canberra Complementary Health Practice
Suite 4, Playoust Bldg, Hawker Pl, Hawker 

0425 300 233  |  www.canberrahypnosis.com.au

Dr Julie Kidd
GP Hypnotherapist
Smoking, alcohol, binge-eating, stress, anxiety etc.

CRABTREE & EVELYN
Ph: (02) 6257 7722

– Bath and body products, gourmet 
foods, candles, home decor, and gifts 

for any occasion
Conditions may apply and you must produce your 

membership card to access these bene� ts.

AMA ACT membership 
entitles you to access this 
Member Reward Partner


